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Abstract: The Committee on Research, Data, and Assessment (CORDA) is a newly launched standing body in SAA that conducts, facilitates, and/or evaluates research that is meaningful for SAA and the archival profession. The complex concept of “research” is at the heart of CORDA’s ambitious multi-year plan of work. The purpose of the SAA Research Forum platform presentation is to introduce CORDA’s charge and, most importantly, to launch a conversation on the meaning of “research” in the context of professional practice. The presentation will argue the case for distinguishing between research activities motivated by hypotheses and scholarly inquiry from data gathering and analysis activities that foster a deeper understanding about archivists, archival organizations and practices, and the stakeholders who benefit from the work of the archival profession. CORDA is partly about advocating for archives by assembling and disseminating data and metrics about the profession. CORDA is also about training and supporting archivists to do more and better evaluation and assessment of their own work and its impact on individual users, communities, and our broader society.
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